We show that the hierarchical assembly of cold dark matter haloes preserves the memory of the initial conditions. Using N-body cosmological simulations, we demonstrate that the spatial distribution and kinematics of objects that formed within early galactic haloes (old stars, satellite galaxies, globular clusters, black holes etc.) depends only on the rarity of the peak in which they formed. Matter from the rarer peaks of the primordial density field ends up more concentrated and falling off more steeply with radius compared to the overall mass distribution, it has a lower velocity dispersion, moves on more radial orbits and has a more elongated shape. Population II stars that form in cold dark matter dominated proto-galaxies that were 2.5σ peaks end up with a half light radius of 16.9 kpc, falling off as r −3.5 with an anisotropy varying from isotropic in the inner halo to nearly radial at the halo edge. This agrees well with the kinematics of halo red giant stars recently observed by Battaglia et al. (2005) .
INTRODUCTION
In a Universe where cold dark matter (CDM) dominates structure formation, the haloes of galaxies and clusters are assembled via the hierarchical merging and accretion of smaller progenitors (e.g. Lacey & Cole 1993) . This process violently causes structures to come to a new equilibrium by redistributing energy among the collision-less mass components. Early stars formed in these progenitors behave as a collision-less system just like the dark matter particles in their host haloes, and they undergo the same dynamical processes during subsequent mergers and the buildup of larger systems like massive galaxies or clusters. We explore the efficiency of the mixing process to see if any spatial or kinematical signatures exist in material that collapses at different epochs and within peaks of the primordial Gaussian density field of different rarity.
We use cosmological N-body simulations to study the distribution and kinematics in present-day CDM haloes of dark matter particles that originally belonged to selected branches of the merger tree. These properties are particularly relevant for the baryonic tracers of early CDM struc-⋆ email: diemand@ucolick.org.
tures, for example the old stellar halo which may have originated from the early disruption of numerous dwarf protogalaxies (Bullock et al. 2000) , the old halo globular clusters and also giant ellipticals (Gao et al. 2004) . The end product of the entire merger tree is a triaxial cuspy dark matter halo (Dubinski & Carlberg 1991; Navarro, Frenk & White 1996; Moore et al. 1999; . A small fraction of the early progenitor haloes survive the merging process and end up as dark matter substructures (Ghigna et al. 1998) .
Since rare, early haloes are strongly biased towards overdense regions (e.g. Cole & Kaiser 1989; Sheth & Tormen 1999) , i.e. towards the centers of larger scale fluctuations that have not collapsed yet, we might expect that the contribution at z = 0 from the earliest branches of the merger tree is much more centrally concentrated than the overall halo. Indeed, a "non-linear" peaks biasing has been discussed by previous authors White & Springel 2000; Moore 2001 ).
Here we show that the present-day distribution and kinematics of material depends primarily on the rareness of the peaks of the primordial density fluctuation field that the selected matter originally belonged to, i.e. when selecting rare density peaks above νσ (M, z) [where σ(M, z) is the linear theory rms density fluctuations smoothed with a tophat filter of mass M at redshift z], their properties today depend on ν and not on the specific values of selection redshift z and minimal mass M. We derive a simple empirical fitting formula for ρ(r, ν), the mass density profile from all progenitors above νσ, which approximates the results of our N-body cosmological simulations for 1 < ν < 4. Such centrally concentrated components are isotropic in the inner part, just like the host haloes, but rapidly become more radially anisotropic further out.
METHOD
We identify collapsed high-σ peaks at different epochs within high resolution cosmological N-body simulations, mark them, and analyse the distribution and kinematics of this material at redshift zero. Details about the simulations and halo finding method are given in the next two subsections.
Simulations
The simulations have been performed using PKDGRAV, a parallel N-body treecode written by Stadel and Quinn (Stadel 2001) : cosmological and numerical parameters are the same as in (Diemand et al. 2004c ). The present-day haloes that we analyse are labeled "D12" (cluster) and "G0" to "G3" (galaxies). We also analyse an additional smaller galaxy halo (Mvir = 10 11 M⊙), labeled "G4". Figures 1 and 2 show the density field of the region containing the G0-G4 galaxy haloes. Most of the material belonging to high-σ peaks in the high-resolution region ends up in the four most massive galaxy haloes (see Figure 1) , most of the smaller structures do not have any progenitors which meet the selection criteria. G4 is a special, early-forming small galaxy halo (with a high concentration of c = 17) that contains similar fractions of high-σ material as the more massive galaxies. From Figure 1 it is clear that G4 is not a representative system for its mass range. All "G" haloes form in the one region of (∼ 10 Mpc) 3 that was selected from a (90 Mpc) 3 box and re-simulated at high resolution. The region has a mean density of 0.5 times the background density at z = 0. The properties of the haloes that we analyse here are given in Table 2 .1. The cosmological parameters are (Ωm, ΩΛ, σ8, h) = (0.268, 0.732, 0.7, 0.71). The value of σ8 = 0.9 given in Diemand et al. (2004c) is not correct: we found that, due to a mistake in the normalization, our initial conditions have less power than intended. According to linear theory, mass fluctuations grow proportional to the scale factor in a flat Ωm = 1 Universe, which is a good approximation to the adopted ΛCDM Universe at z > 2. Therefore the scale factor at collapse of a given halo in our simulations would be 0.78 times smaller in a σ8 = 0.9 model. Throughout this paper, together with the collapse redshifts given for our low-σ8 simulations, we will also state the rescaled collapse redshifts in a σ8 = 0.9 Universe using the exact growth function for a (Ωm, ΩΛ) = (0.3, 0.7) cosmology (see table 2). Using a σ8 = 0.9 numerical resimulation of the "D" cluster we confirm that the z = 0 results (in units of the scale radius) are consistent with those of the σ8 = 0.7 simulation when we use the z0.9 outputs of the σ8 = 0.7 run to select progenitor haloes.
2.2
Tracing progenitor material: all particles versus particles in halo cores Since baryonic objects (i.e. early protogalaxies, first stars) will form in the inner parts of their host haloes, it is important to assess how different the z = 0 distribution is when only the inner part of a progenitor halo is traced. We will therefore compare the final distribution of material marked within the central parts of early haloes with the entire marked haloes. We will show in this section that there is no difference (except of course in the traced mass fraction) if the traced objects are early progenitors, whilst for more massive, more recent selections the inner particles end up more concentrated. Progenitor haloes are identified using the friends-offriend algorithm (FOF) Davis et al. (1985) . For simplicity we use a fixed linking length b = 0.164 at all output times. Our results are nor sensitive to this choice, for example at redshift 10.5 we found 52 haloes more massive than 4.35 × 10 9 M⊙ in the high resolution region of the galaxy simulation. When we use a linking length two or three times smaller and mark the linked material in the same 52 groups we obviously find a smaller fraction of marked matter but very similar density profile shapes and kinematics (see Figure 3) . We also selected the cores of haloes at the same redshift by marking all particles which have a local density (calculated from an SPH kernel over 32 nearest neighbours) 10 3 times higher than the mean matter density and obtained similar z = 0 distributions. This demonstrates that at redshift zero, particles originating from the inner parts of high-σ haloes are distributed in the same way as all the progenitor halo material, and justifies our choice of using all halo particles as tracers for objects which would form in the very center of the haloes (like Population III stars). Having a large number of tracers has two advantages: First, it allows us to reliably estimate density, velocity dispersion and anisotropy profiles. Second, it makes the results more robust against numerical effects: since two-body relaxation completely changes the orbits of many individual particles, even in high resolution cosmological simulations (Diemand et al. 2004a ), using only one most bound particle as a tracer for a Population III remnant is not a safe choice.
We have shown above that the final distribution and kinematics of particles from high redshift, low mass progenitor haloes is insensitive to which particles are traced from those haloes. The orbital energy from the merging of these small units into the larger systems determines the presentday distribution and dominates the relatively small differences in the typical orbital and potential energies between the inner and outer parts of the early small haloes. At lower redshifts and halo masses closer to those of the z = 0 object the results start to depend on which part of the haloes are marked: for example, haloes above 1σ marked at z = 1.6 with a mass above 7.4 × 10 9 M⊙ show only mild radial and velocity bias when the entire FOF groups are marked (Figure 4) . By selecting only the material above 10 4 times the mean matter density in the same haloes at the same redshift the difference from the total dark matter distribution becomes much larger, this material is more concentrated, Figure 1 . Density map of the high resolution region of run G at z = 13.7. FOF groups more massive than 4.9 × 10 7 M ⊙ (=84 m DM ) are marked in green color. Figure 2 . Density map of the high resolution region of run G at z = 0. The marked particles (green) were selected at z = 13.7 in groups above 4.9 × 10 7 M ⊙ , see Figure 1 . The squares enclose the virial radii of the five haloes analyzed (G0 to G4). Table 1 . Properties at z = 0 of the six dark matter haloes. The columns give the halo name, spline softening length, number of particles within the virial radius, virial mass, virial radius, peak circular velocity and radius to the peak of the circular velocity curve. . Particles selected at the same redshift in overdensities above 1000 times the mean matter density have similar present-day distributions (dashed-dotted lines). For comparison we also plot the same quantities using all particles from the final structure (solid curves)
slower and on more radial orbits, just like the two low mass 2σ selections (dashed-dotted and dotted lines in Figure 5 ).
DISTRIBUTION AND KINEMATICS OF HIGH-σ PEAKS
We use the linear growth approximation to structure formation to calculate the masses of 4, 3.5, 3, 2 and 1σ fluc-tuations collapsing at a given redshift. The redshifts of the simulation outputs and the halo masses corresponding to these fluctuations are given in Table 2 . These values are for the cosmological model we have simulated (Ωm, ΩΛ, σ8, h) = (0. 268, 0.732, 0.7, 0.71) . In a σ8 = 0.9 the same fluctuations would collapse earlier (at z0.9, see Section 2.1).
Radial distribution
High-σ material is strongly biased toward the center of z = 0 haloes (see upper panels of Figures 4 to 10) and the rarer peaks show stronger bias. Figures 4 to 8 show different (M,z)-selections corresponding to the same value of ν. The shapes of these profiles are similar for a given ν, the normalisation (or traced mass fraction) generally grows with increasing mass threshold and to lower redshifts. The density profiles of the galaxies are averaged over the four similar mass relaxed galaxy haloes. The scatter from halo to halo in their total density profiles and that of their subsets is relatively small. But there is substantial halo to halo scatter in the anisotropies β(r) which we discuss in Section 3.2.
We fit the densities with a general αβγ-profile that asymptotes to a central cusp ρ(r) ∝ r −γ :
For comparison the NFW (Navarro, Frenk & White 1996) profile has (α, β, γ) = (1, 3, 1), the Moore et al. (1999) profile has (α, β, γ) = (1.5, 3, 1.5). We fix α = 1 and the inner slope to γ = 1.2 which is the best fit slope for the D12 cluster when resolved at very high resolution (mDM = 3.0×10 5 M⊙) . We fit the entire dark halo using an outer slope of β = 3 to determine the scale radius rs = rvir/c, where c is the concentration. To approximate the high-σ subset profiles we use a smaller scale radius rν ≡ rs/fν (or in other words a higher concentration cν ≡ fν c) and also a steeper outer slope βν. The fν and βν values we used in the plots are calculated with simple empirical formulas which approximately parameterise the entire range of profiles, i.e. peaks above 1 to 4σ and haloes ranging from a low concentration (c = 4.5) cluster halo to a small, c = 17 galaxy halo:
The values for the 1 to 4σ peaks are given in Table 3 , the profiles are plotted in the upper left panels of Figures 4 to 10 with open triangles. These fits are just approximate but they are close to at least one profile for each of the ν values.
Other parameters and functional forms could fit some of the data better. For easier comparison with extragalactic observational data of old stellar or globular cluster populations we fit our high-σ subset profiles also with the deprojected R 1/4 profile, using the accurate numerical approximation from Márquez et al. (2001) :
The best fitting effective radii Re are given in table 3. Like Table 3 . Density profile parameters of 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2 and 1σ fluctuations in haloes at z = 0. The profiles are approximated with a general function (1) using (α, β, γ) = (1, βν , 1.2) and a concentration cν which is higher than the halo concentration c by some factor fν , i.e. cν = fν c. The outer profile slopes βν and concentration factors fν given here are calculated from the empirical formula (2). These profiles are plotted with triangles in the corresponding figures. Re is the effective radius of the deprojected R 1/4 model (3) and r 1/2 is the average half mass radius of the high-σ material at z = 0. Both Re and r 1/2 are given in units of the scale radius of the entire dark matter halo (r vir /c). Values in brackets are for the cluster halo D12 which has a concentration of c = 4.5. On the last line we give the total halo parameters for comparison. the rν values they scale with the halo scale radius rs and not with the virial radius.
Kinematics
The lower left panels of Figures 4 to 10 show the three dimensional velocity dispersion profiles σ The high-σ subsets are clearly slower and on more radial orbits than the entire dark matter component at the same radius. As with the density profiles, the differences depend on ν, i.e. the highest σ peaks have the lowest σ3D and the largest β values.
Like the density profiles also the dispersions of the galaxies are averaged over the four similar mass, relaxed galaxy haloes. There is little halo to halo scatter in ρ(r) and σ3D(r), but there is substantial scatter in the anisotropies β(r), especially near the virial radius. We confirmed that the radial bias exists in each data set and is not just an effect of averaging. The variation in β over the four haloes is about 0.1 within 10% of the virial radius, for both the entire halo and the subsets. Further out the scatter becomes much larger: the entire halo particles have a total spread of 0.45 near rvir and about 0.35 for the subsets.
The origin of the smaller velocity dispersions of the subsets is that the high σ peaks formed closer to the main progenitor of today's halo, therefore they joined the system with small infall velocities and at early times when its potential well was much shallower. Since they form part of the haloes for a long time we expect them to be in dynamical equilibrium with the host system, i.e. their density and velocity profiles should be a stationary solution to the Jeans equation in the potential of the total dark matter halo Ψ(r). Setting time derivatives to zero and assuming spherical symmetry the Jeans equation is (Binney & Tremaine 1987) : Table 2 . Properties of 4, 3.5, 3, 2 and 1σ fluctuations collapsing at different output redshifts. Ngroups is the number of groups found above the mass M and f is the fraction of all the mass in the high resolution region which is inside of these groups (the total mass in the high resolution region is 3.6 × 10 13 M ⊙ in run G and 1.6 × 10 15 M ⊙ in run D12). The fractions differ from the average values f = erfc(ν/ √ 2) because the high resolution regions analysed are relatively small and are not representative patches of the Universe. We did not use outputs when the mass scale lies below ten times the particle mass or when the number of groups found becomes smaller than two per present-day halo. In the cluster run (D12) we only analysed one representative case for the 1 and 2σ progenitors. 
To approximate the anisotropy we use the same formula as in Diemand et al. (2004c) :
With this β(r) equation (4) has the solution Figure 5 shows this solution for the 2σ material in the average galaxy halo. We use equation (1) with (α, βν, γ) = (1, 5.4, 1.2) and rν = rs = rvir/10 to approximate the density profile which is a good approximation to the most massive, most recent 2σ selection (long dashed lines in Figure  5 ). We use equation (5) with βvir = 0.8 to approximate the anisotropy profile β(r). The radial velocity dispersion calculated from (6) is converted to σ3D and plotted with filled squares in Figure 5 . It is very close to the measured velocity dispersions which confirms our expectation that the high-σ material is a more concentrated and colder subset of particles in dynamical equilibrium within the total potential. The situation is just opposite to the one of the surviving CDM subhaloes which are a more extended, hot subset in equilibrium with the host potential (Diemand, Moore & Stadel 2004b) . We also calculated an isotropic (β(r) = 0) and a constant β(r) = 0.5 model (see Van den Bosch et al. (2005) for the corresponding solution of eqn. (4)) but both cases do not to reproduce the measured σ3D(r) very well (circles vs. long dashed line in the lower left panel of Figure 5 ). As a consistency check we also solve eqn. (6) for the entire dark matter halo, using (α, βν , γ) = (1, 3, 1.2) and βvir = 0.45 to approximate the density and anisotropy profiles. The resulting σ3D is plotted with open squares in the lower left panel of Figure 5 . The agreement with the measured dispersion is very good. As expected our average system from four isolated and relaxed galaxy haloes is very close to a stationary equilibrium solution.
Equation (5) is not a very good approximation to the average anisotropy β(r) in the four galaxies. The function used by Mamon & Lokas (2005) β(r) = βa r r + ra
fits the data quite well for βa = 0.45 and ra = 0.065. For the high-σ particles the radial anisotropy is larger and sets in further inside. This behavior is approximated by simply using the scale radii of the high-σ density profiles (2) instead Figure 4 . The z = 0 distribution and kinematics of peaks above 1σ averaged over four galaxy haloes: The minimum mass of a 1σ FOF group at the output times used here is given in table 2. Here and in subsequent plots dashed-dotted lines represent the earliest, smallest of these peaks we resolve (i.e. masses above a few million solar masses). The more massive same σ haloes marked at the next lower output redshifts are plotted using in this order: dotted, long-dashed and short dashed lines. For comparison we also plot the same quantities using all particles (solid curves) The triangles in the upper left and lower right panels show the empirical fitting functions (2) and (8).
of ra = 0.065 and an amplitude βa that grows with ν:
β(ν, r) + βaν r r + raν , raν ≡ rs/fν ,
These anisotropy profiles are plotted with open triangles in the lower right panels of Figures 4 to 8. They also approximate the inner β(r) of the haloes D12 and G4. Outside of about 10% of the virial radius both the cluster D12 and the small galaxy G4 deviate substantially from the average β(r) found for the galaxies, both the total haloes and the high-σ subsets.
Shapes of high-σ material
Axis ratios a/c and b/c are calculated with TIPSY 1 using the technique described in Katz (1991) . First the inertia tensors of the particles within a sphere of the given radius is calculated and diagonalized, then the same is done iteratively for the particles within the triaxial shape found in the previous step until the procedure converges. Note that the shape at a given radius depends on all the particles within this radius, but for density profiles less steep than ρ(r) ∝ r −4 the outer particles dominate over the inner ones in the contribution to the inertia tensor.
The average axis ratios of the four galaxy haloes G0 to G3 at the virial radius (a/c ≃ 0.6, a/b ≃ 0.7) are close to the mean values of large samples of haloes (Jing & Suto 2002; Faltenbacher et al. 2002; Bailin & Steinmetz 2005) . Figure  3 .3 shows the average shapes of 2, 3 and 3.5σ material at z = 0.4. Both axis ratios become smaller for the higher σ material at all radii. This is also true for each of the four galaxies individually, not just for the average. This result is consistent with the finding of Jing & Suto (2002) that the average axis ratios decrease with redshift, although our 2σ haloes formed at higher redshift and lower virial mass than the range probed by Jing & Suto (2002) . The origin of the extremely prolate shape of the high-σ subsets (a : b : c ≃ 3 : 1 : 1 for the 3.5σ material) could be a series of correlated head on (i.e. low angular momentum) mergers along a filament aligned with the long axis (Moore et al. 2004) .
For the total dark matter halo the axis orientations change with radius, as found in Jing & Suto (2002) . The axis directions for the high-σ subsets show as similar behavior. For the highest σ material the alignment is better, but that is just because the inner particles are dominating the shape calculation due to the very high concentration of these subsets. Between the different subsets the axes are generally well aligned only where they have many particles in common, i.e. in the inner part. As the fraction of high-σ material drops with increasing radius the alignment of the shape with the entire halo shape becomes worse.
Fraction of high-σ material in galaxies and clusters
It is well known that high-σ peaks at high redshift are biased towards overdense regions where larger haloes will form later (see Figures 1 and 2 ). But how large is the mass fraction of a z = 0 halo coming from such peaks and how does this fraction depend on the size of the z = 0 halo? Do haloes which correspond to higher σ peaks today (massive clusters) contain a larger fraction of early high-σ material? This question is not well defined, since for example, the fraction of particles from peaks above 2σ in an average z = 0 galaxy halo grows when these peaks are selected with a larger mass threshold at lower redshift (see upper right panel of Figure  5 ). Here we use fixed absolute mass threshold/redshift pairs to select progenitors and compare the mass fractions they Figure 6 . Distribution of peaks above 2.5σ in galaxy size haloes. Line styles are as in Figure 4 . This distribution is similar to the stellar halo of the Galaxy. In the solar neighborhood (r ≃ 0.03r vir ) σ 3D is similar to the circular velocity (dotted line in the lower left panel) and there is a clear radial anisotropy, β ≃ 0.4 (see also Figure 12 ).
contribute to different size haloes. Choosing a fixed absolute mass is motivated by possible applications:
• Population III stars could form in peaks above 3.5σ above a fixed halo mass of about a million solar masses (which is related to the Jean's mass at z ≃ 25).
• Metal poor halo stars (population II) and globular clusters could form in the first haloes massive enough to allow efficient atomic cooling, i.e. those with a virial temperature above 10 4 K, which translates to a mass of about 10 8 M⊙ at z = 10. Assuming star formation is suppressed in these low mass haloes after the region is reionised and assuming a globular cluster formation efficiency allows one to use the fraction of high-σ material to link the frequency of globular clusters per host halo virial mass to the local reionisation epoch .
Where the resolution and abundance of progenitor haloes allowed us to use the same selection for the galaxies and the cluster simulation D12 (see Table 2 ), we find that the cluster has a very similar mass fraction coming from the same progenitor selection as the galaxies. To obtain a larger sample we use a cosmological 90 Mpc 300 3 particle simulation, with particle mass of 1.0 × 10 9 M⊙. We selected the 10 objects at z = 0 with FOF masses closest to 2×10
11 M⊙, and also ten haloes each of mass 10 11 M⊙, 10 12 M⊙ and 10 14 M⊙. Then we marked FOF groups with more than 100 particles at redshifts 7.0, 4.3, 3.1 and 0.8 and determined the fractions of the final virial mass coming from these progenitors. The fractions are given in Table 4 . We also determined the mass fractions from progenitors with more than 10 particles. For the average mass fractions and the scatter we only included non-zero values and we give the number of haloes used. The mass fractions are practically constant for the all the haloes which have any selected progenitors. Going to lower halo masses and higher σ peaks the number of haloes with such progenitors drops from 10 to 0 within about a decade in mass.
The ν = 2.07 and ν = 2.1 columns of Table 4 can be used to infer the fraction of mass coming from peaks above about 2.1σ which are 1000 times less massive than todays halo. This fraction does depend on the host halo mass, it grows from 7.7% for 10 13 M⊙ haloes to 11.6% for the average 10 14 M⊙ halo. A similar tend for progenitors 100 and 10 times lighter than the z = 0 halo is indicated by the other values in the same two columns.
SOME APPLICATIONS
We have shown that the final distribution and kinematics of dark matter coming only from selected early branches of the merger tree is systematically different from the entire dark matter distribution. These properties are relevant for old stellar systems if they form predominantly in an early halo population, since once a star has formed it is essentially a collisionless test particle just like the dark matter particles in our simulations. In the following we briefly discuss a number of possible applications.
Remnants of the first stars
Recent hydrodynamical cosmological simulations show that massive, metal free stars form around z = 20 inside of dark matter haloes of about a million solar masses (Bromm et al. 2002; Abel et al. 2002) . These massive "Population III" stars are short lived and their remnants could be massive black holes. Following Madau & Rees (2001a) and Volonteri et al. (2003) we assume that one seed intermediate mass black hole (IMBH, 100 M⊙ < M < 1000 M⊙) forms in those early haloes of about a million solar masses which correspond to 3 or even 3.5σ fluctuations. These IMBHs would undergo a variety of processes during the hierarchical buildup of larger haloes and galaxies: gas accretion, hardening of binaries, black hole mergers, triple interactions (e. g. Volonteri et al. 2003 and refs. therein) . Here we neglect all of these effects and just assume non-evolving, non-merging IMBHs. The dark matter simulations however do correctly model the bias in the formation sites, the accretion into larger haloes and the competing effects of dynamical friction and tidal striping within larger haloes, because all of these important and complicated dynamical processes are dominated by the dark haloes which host the IMBHs. In our toy model the distribution of 3 or 3.5σ material at z = 0 (Figures 7 and 8 ) describes the properties of BHs wandering through these haloes. If Population III stars are not all massive it would be possible that some of them survive until today. The number density within the Milky Way would be the one given in Figure 7 , assuming that ten Population III stars per 3σ peak would survive. On average 33% of these remnants lie in the bulge today (i.e. in the inner 3 kpc). This number fluctuates between 24% and 45% for the four galaxies (G0-G3). The number density in the solar neighborhood is extremely low (≃ 0.1kpc −3 ). If Population III stars only form in rarer 3.5σ peaks the global number densities would be even lower and more concentrated toward the galactic center (Figure 7 ). In this case on average 59% lie in the bulge (minimum 38%, maximum 84%) and the local number density is only ≃ 0.02kpc −3 . This is an extremely small value (about seven order of magnitude below the local number density of halo stars). This suggests that even if some first generation stars survived until today we would probably not find any of them in the solar neighborhood.
Stellar haloes of galaxies
The material from peaks above 2.5σ has a very similar density profile as the stellar halo around the Milky Way Figure 9 . Distribution of peaks above peaks above 1 (short-dashed), 2 (long-dashed), 3 (dotted) and 4σ (dash-dotted) in a cluster size halo (M vir = 3.1 × 10 14 M ⊙ ). The redshift and minimal mass pairs used are (z = 1.6, M> 7.4 × 10 9 M ⊙ ) for the 1σ peaks, (4.4,6.3 × 10 9 M ⊙ ) for 2σ, (7.4,4.3 × 10 9 M ⊙ ) for 3σ and (8.7,1.8 × 10 10 M ⊙ ) for the 4σ peaks. The triangles in the upper left panel show the empirical fitting function (2). . It contributes a few percent to the virial mass, therefore it contains enough baryons to build up a 10 9 M⊙ stellar halo with a reasonable star formation efficiency. The number of surviving Local Group dwarf galaxies from the same population of proto-galaxies gives an additional constraint and allows us to find which minimal mass and redshift selection corresponding to 2.5σ peaks gives the sites where the bulk of the proto-galaxies formed. From this argument Moore et al. (2005) identified haloes above 10 8 M⊙ at z=12 as protogalaxy hosts 2 . This simple model reproduces the radial distribution of halo stars but what about the the kinematics? Here we compare its radial velocity dispersion profile with recent data from Battaglia et al. (2005) (see Figure 12 ). All haloes were rescaled 3 to produce a local circular velocity of 220 km/s after taking into account the increase of vc by 1.125 due to adiabatic contraction (vc,DM+SPH[8.5kpc] = 1.125v c,max,DMonly ) found in Macció et al. (2005) for our halo G1. The rescaled virial masses are given in Figure 12 . The resulting σr(r) (long dashed lines) are close to the observed ones, especially for halo G0 and G4. Our model predicts a radial anisotropy which grows with radius (see lower right panel of Figure 12 ), in the solar neighborhood we find σ3D ≃ vc and β ≃ 0.4 in agreement with the observed values (Chiba & Beers 2000) . Both a high concentration (c = 18), highly anisotropic halo like G4 and a c = 10 halo with smaller anisotropy fit the data equally well. The tangential components of the velocity dispersions are needed to determine the concentration and virial mass of the Galaxy halo. The recently discovered stellar halo of M31 has a similar density profile as the one in our Galaxy (Guhathakurta et al. 2005) . The line-of-sight velocity dispersion observed in M31 are tangential and first results yield a constant σt/ √ 2 of about 80 km/s in the range from 50 to 150 kpc (Guhathakurta et al. 2005) close σt/ √ 2 for the G0 model and much higher than those of the G4 halo. Better data for M31 will become available soon, whilst GAIA will provide very detailed phase-space positions for many Galactic halo stars. Another interesting feature of our model is that it produces deviations form the simple σr(r) profiles expected for a smooth stellar halo in an NFW potential (like the models in Battaglia et al. (2005) , Figure 4 ). These deviations are evident in the upper right panel of Figure 12 (not in the lower left panel since there an average over four haloes is shown) 4 . They are not an artifact of our analysis: with our usual choice of 30 logarithmic spherical bins out to the virial radius (which is similar to the binning of the observed σr(r)) the fluctuations often extend over various bins and each bin contains thousands of 'stars'. To show fluctuations of σr(r) on smaller scales we binned the 'stars' in halo G0 in linear, spherical bins and plot the resulting σr(r) profile in the same radial range as the observations (circles with error bars in the upper right panel of Figure 12 ). The linear bins contain at least 108 stars, the Poisson noise is given by the error bars. σ3D,DM (r) of halo G0 is also plotted twice with different size bins. Note that the dispersions of the dark matter in the same systems are practically smooth functions of radius, just near 200 kpc some fluctuations become apparent but they are much smaller than those of the stellar halo dispersions. The fluctuations in the stellar σr(r) are not caused by mass bound to subhaloes (the mass fraction is much too small especially in the inner halo) which leaves tidal streams as the most probable cause of these fluctuations. The entire dark halo is assembled from about 10 5 resolved progenitors. Their tidal debris is well mixed and smooth. The stellar halo on the other hand is made up from only a few hundred building blocks (and a significant fraction of it comes from
[h] Figure 11 . Shape profiles of high-σ material at z = 0 averaged over four galaxy haloes. The shapes are plotted for 3.5σ material (groups with virial mass above 4.9×10 7 M ⊙ at z = 13.7, squares), 3σ material ( 5.9 × 10 6 M ⊙ at z = 13.7 long dashed and groups above 2.2 × 10 8 M ⊙ at z = 10.5 short dashed) and 2σ material ( 4.8 × 10 7 M ⊙ at z = 7.5, dotted lines). The shapes of the entire dark matter haloes are plotted with solid lines. the most massive ones) and therefore the stellar halo is expected to be more granular. A more detailed study of the tidal features in our model stellar haloes is left for a future paper.
Metal-poor globular clusters
The clustering properties of metal poor globular clusters contains information about their formation sites and the epoch when star formation was suppressed by feedback processes (e.g. reionisation, supernova-driven winds) in low mass haloes. For the Milky Way the metal poor globular cluster follow the same radial profile as the halo stars and one finds a reionisation epoch of z ≃ 12 (as in Section 4.2). Observations of the globular distribution in haloes of different masses could tell us how the reionisation epoch varies with environment . Suppressing globular cluster formation during some epoch at high redshift can also explain the observed bi-modality in globular cluster metallicities (e.g. Strader et al. (2005) ).
The widely used assumption that globular cluster formation is a fair tracer of star formation, combined with the suppression of the formation of metal poor globulars after reionisation, imply that the amount of high-σ material in a halo is proportional to the number of metal poor globular cluster. The results in Section 3.4 imply that a simple universal reionisation epoch would lead to a constant abundance of metal poor globular clusters per virial mass. Deviations from this simplest case contain information about the local reionisation time, regions with more (less) metal poor globulars per virial mass were reionized later (earlier) (see also Moore et al. (2005) ).
Elliptical galaxies
The projected luminosity profiles of elliptical galaxies follow the R 1/4 law and they resemble downscaled versions of projected CDM halo density profiles (Merrit et al. 2005) , just like the z = 0 profiles of our high-σ subsets. Early formation (z ≃ 6) in a large number of progenitors followed by a series of gas-poor, essentially collisionless ("dry") mergers could build up the giant ellipticals in the centers of galaxy clusters (Gao et al. 2004) . Ordinary elliptical galaxies could also form via multiple mergers, but also by the major merger of two disk galaxies (Dekel et al. 2005) . Figure 9 shows the z = 0 distribution for different σ material in a cluster halo. The galaxies which build up a giant elliptical in the center of a galaxy cluster are only about two orders of magnitude less massive than the final cluster, therefore we have to take into account in which part of the progenitors the stars form 5 . The inner part of the cluster is entirely made up of material from above 2σ peaks and this selection contributes about 10% to the cluster virial mass, and presumably about 10% of the clusters luminosity, as in an average SDSS cluster (Zibetti et al. 2005 ). The brightest central galaxies in these clusters have an average effective radius of Re ≃ 20 kpc (Zibetti et al. 2005) . The 2σ subsets are more extendet but if these stars formed in the inner parts of all progenitor halos above 2σ they end up closer to the cluster center. A simple way to select the inner parts of 2σ progenitors is to select higher σ peaks at higher redshifts. Our 3σ selections have a realistic effective radius of about 20 kpc. Therefore we predict the kinematics of the average brightest clusters galaxies to follow the 3σ selections shown in Figure (9) .
Following the densest 10% of the 1σ peaks marked at z = 1.6 gives very similar z = 0 profiles, dispersions and anisotropies as the one obtained from older 2σ material. This is not surprising since selecting the densest 1σ material mimics the concentrated configuration the 2σ material is already in by redshift z = 1.6. But the 2σ material is already on radial orbits too, while the densest parts of 1σ regions have the same isotropic orbits as the dark matter in the inner part of haloes. Therefore we argue that the final anisotropy of a z = 0 subset depends mostly on its density profile and not on the number of mergers it has undergone, a few mergers are enough to establish the general β(r) profile (8). This agrees with Moore et al. (2004) who find β ≃ 0.5 after one low angular momentum merger of initially isotropic CDM haloes and also with (Dekel et al. 2005 ) who find a similar β(r) profile after only one merger, which even starts with disk galaxies, i.e. nearly circular initial orbits for the stars (see their β(r) for the old stars, Figure 1 of Dekel et al. 2005) . Their average anisotropy at the half mass radius of the old stellar component is β = 0.3, which is lower than our
[h] Figure 12 . Kinematics of our model stellar haloes compared with observations of Milky Way halo stars. The simulated CDM haloes are rescaled to give a local circular velocity of 220 km/s after taking adiabatic contraction into account (see text for details). The lower right panel shows the anisotropy profiles β(r) = 1 − σt(r)/2σr (r) 2 for the average of G0 to G4 (dashed line for the stars and solid for the dark matter) and for the stars in G0 (dashed-dotted) and G4 (dotted). The data point is the local halo anisotropy from Chiba & Beers (2000) . The lines in the other three panels show (from bottom to top) the stellar σt/ (2) ≃ σ θ ≃ σ φ (dotted), σr (solid) and σ 3D (dashed-dotted). The uppermost lines are the 3D velocity dispersion profile of the dark matter, note that it is much larger and smoother than the stellar σ 3D . To illustrate the fluctuations in the stellar dispersions, σr and σ 3D,DM in halo G0 are plotted twice: once using our usual choice of 30 logarithmic bins to the virial radius and also using smaller linear bins (open circles with error bar for σr, another solid line for σ 3D,DM ). The points are σr of the Milky Way halo from Battaglia et al. (2005) with (squares) and without (stars) the contribution from the satellite galaxies.
average of β = 0.45, but considering the very different initial conditions of the stars and the larger numbers of mergers in our cosmological context the values are surprisingly similar. Therefore we argue that our collisionless results are relevant both for giant elliptical galaxies which formed in a series of "dry" mergers (Gao et al. 2004 ) and also for the old stars in smaller ellipticals.
The general relation of anisotropy β(ν, r) and density profile ρ(ν, r) (Equations (2) and (8)) can be applied to elliptical galaxies to infer β(ν, r) from the observed stellar ρ(ν, r). This is usefully for dynamical mass estimate for elliptical galaxies, where one has to assume some β(r) (Mamon & Lokas 2005) and it is probably the best guess before realistic, cosmological, hydrodynamical simulations of galaxy formation become available.
CONCLUSIONS
Using cosmological N-body simulations to trace the spatial distribution and kinematics in present-day CDM haloes of collisionless material that originally belonged to selected branches of the merger hierarchy, we have found that: (i) Hierarchical merging does not efficiently mix haloes up. The final distribution of particles retains a memory of
